We denote the class of complex Borel measures on the unit circle T = R/Z by M(T). Those measures \i whose Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients A(n) = / i e" 27rmt df4t) tend to 0 as \n\ -• oo form the class R. The class of Borel sets E such that fj,E = 0 for all // G R is denoted C/ 0 . We announce relations of R to certain subclasses of Uo-Full proofs will appear elsewhere. 
THEOREM 1. A measure /J, lies in R if and only if fj,E = 0 for all E G Uo.
This result is a corollary of our principal result, Theorem 3 below. Let J be the class of measures concentrated on a Uo-set. An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is COROLLARY 
Each measure // G M(T) can be uniquely represented as M = A*K + M J> where [i R eR, fijE J, and /J, R ± [ij.
Our method of proof of Theorem 1 involves a subclass of Uo, called W-sets. We first recall some facts from the theory of asymptotic distribution. DEFINITION Weyl's criterion now implies that {n' k x} has an asymptotic distribution for |/x|-a.e. x. Theorem 3 extends in a natural way to all locally compact abelian groups.
Other attempts have been made in the past to characterize R by a theorem of the form of Theorem 3. Rajchman had conjectured (see [2, pp. 85-86] ) that the class of if-sets, defined below, could be taken in place of the class of VK-sets. On the other hand, Kahane and Salem [3, 4] asked whether UQ contains the class of VK*-sets, to be defined presently. As we shall see, this amounts to the question of whether W-sets can replace H^-sets in Theorem 3. However, neither i^-sets nor W-sets can replace VK-sets (see Theorems 7, 6 below). DEFINITION. A Borel set E c T is a W*-set (or nonnormal set) if there exists Uk t °° such that for every x G £", {n^x} is not uniformly distributed.
Since VK-sets are clearly W*-sets, Theorem 3 implies whence \/J,\E # 0. Since E is a W*-set, Theorem 5 follows. We remark that the ideas here are those necessary to prove Theorem 3 using Lemma 4.
Thus, we see that Kahane's and Salem's question of whether W* C UQ is equivalent to asking if W*-sets characterize R in the manner that W-sets do. As we have said, this is untrue. We may, in fact, give precise conditions on the rate of decay of p, at infinity in order that \i annihilate all W*-sets corresponding to a sequence {n/J with liminf/c_oo nk+i/nk > 1, the so-called lacunary W*-sets. THEOREM The first part of Theorem 6 is a slight extension of a result of Baker [1] . The proof of the second part involves infinite convolution measures.
If (j){n) is a decreasing function on the nonnegative integers such that
We now turn to Rajchman's conjecture about H-sets. It has long been known that H cUo. Rajchman's conjecture asserts that also [i G R if fiE = 0 for all //-sets E. A counterexample to this assertion is given by the next result. Note that if dk 7^ 0, then fj,£R. It can also be shown that Riesz products not belonging to R are concentrated on W-sets and hence belong to J. Thus, Riesz products \i are pure: \i G R or \x E J> The same holds for infinite convolutions of discrete measures, extending the Jessen-Wintner purity law.
Extensive discussions with Professor Hugh L. Montgomery have been invaluable in attaining these results. The author is also indebted to Professor Allen L. Shields for raising the question of whether Theorem 1 is true and for giving reference [5] .
